: Temperatures recorded by the short temperature lance.
T8 Sensor 
Observations of impact of lateral mud movement on sensor placements
The short temperature lance was installed on 2009-07-24 at the HMMV centre,
where, based on the mean geothermal gradient 1 , we expected the highest level of activity. The lance was inserted vertically by ROV with full penetration. However, when we visually inspected the location on 2010-09-27 immediately prior to recovery, the lance was lying flat on the sediment surface and the cable connecting the lance to its logger on the observatory frame appeared to be fully stretched. On 2009-10-26, two days after the sudden uplift event P2, the temperature signal of all sensors began to decrease at 03:40 UTC and reached bottom water levels at 06:20
UTC (see Supplementary Fig. 1 ). This can only be explained by the lance being pulled out due to lateral sediment displacement, a process that also caused trail marks ("wakes") around other sensors too ( Supplementary Fig. 2) . Assuming a stable sediment temperature profile at this time, the vertical motion of the lance reconstructed by calculating the depths of the sensors from the temperature profile prior to its extraction from sediment yielded a peak upward velocity of around 0.6 m/h ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). As the extraction of the short T-lance from the seabed was probably a combination of vertical, horizontal, and rotational movements, the reconstructed vertical velocity is a conservative estimate. During the time period between deployment and its extraction the temperature profiles recorded by the short lance documented the continuous cooling of the surface sediments from an initial temperature gradient of nearly 18 °C/m to less than 10 °C/m.
Supplementary Note 2

Observations on turbidity
Interestingly, the gas venting ( Supplementary Fig. 6, 7 and 8) did not cause substantial anomalies in the turbidity sensor mounted on the LOOME observatory frame, situated upstream of the vents. Instead, the turbidity signals that can be detected from our time series record were all rather low (<2 NTU) despite being frequent, and appear to only be partially associated with the seafloor fluid flow events that our work has detected ( Supplementary Tables 3 and 4) . 
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